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C type prints are fast becoming the favoured industry standard for creating excellent photographic
prints. C type prints provide state of the art perfection for photographic printing and once you have
used c type prints and seen the perfection they offer you wonâ€™t be happy with any other quality. C
type prints use the latest technology to produce outstanding results. This is achieved by using three
lasers merged into a single beam to expose images onto photosensitive materials. The images
come out with crisp precise edges and no distortion whatsoever. Most photographic printing studios
are now moving away from other traditional methods of printing and investing in the new technology
to create c type prints to keep them at the forefront of technology.

You can produce c type prints from a range of sources. These include digital image files, colour and
black and white negatives or transparencies. C type printing can be done onto photographic paper
or backlit transparency film in colour or black and white depending on the customersâ€™ requirements.
One of the reasons that c type prints are very popular is because that c type printing allows you to
create large pictures up to 50 inches in width making it ideal for creating art work for exhibitions,
advertising, events and promotional purposes. Nothing currently available today will be able to
match the outstanding quality of c type prints. If you work as a photographer and want to show your
work off to potential customers them you should get c type prints of your best work to have in your
gallery as these we really help to show how good your photography skills are. 

As well as c type prints you may also require custom picture framing for your work. This may be for
pieces you want to sell, for personal use or for exhibitions. Custom picture framing is the perfect
way to finish off your photographic work and whether you require one or a hundred picture frames a
custom picture framing company will be able to fulfil all your requirements. Most companies who
offer custom picture framing will be happy to create bespoke frames to meet your exact needs and
will have a wide range of colours and materials available to create frames from. Custom picture
framing will be more expensive than buying a frame yourself but it will make your pictures look
stunning and turn them into pieces of art.
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At genesis-digital.net we have the most sought after selection of a C type prints which are of the
very highest standard. Our a custom picture framingis carried out with the utmost care and attention
to detail.
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